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Everything a crossword solver could ever need -- in one complete volume!  Who won the Academy

Award for best actress in 1993? What's another word for "nerd"? If you're a modern puzzler, you

need not only a quick and easy reference, but a book that is as interesting and intelligent as the

puzzles of today -- and the people who solve them.  The Crossword Puzzle Dictionary section is

brimming with more than 200,000 words organized by letter count and synonym. Looking for an

11-letter word for "knotted"? It's not too complicated:  knotted: 5 kinky; 6 gnarly, kinked, knotty,

snarly; 7 gnarled, knobbed, raveled, snarled, tangled; 8 involved; 9 entangled, intricate, perplexed;

11 complicated; 12 inextricable  The Reference Book section is jam-packed with up-to-date lists of

awards, important figures, records, and happenings in a wide variety of fields, including sports,

history, literature, film, music, and politics. It's just what you need to stir your memory, brainstorm

ideas, get out of a rut, and maybe even learn something new.  The Simon & Schuster Super

Crossword Puzzle Dictionary and Reference Book brings together the solid information of an

almanac, the word power of Roget's, and the quirkiness of a trivia collection all in one place.

Eminently practical, this fun- and fact-filled volume, bursting with all manner of information, belongs

in the library of every puzzle aficionado.
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EVERYTHING A CROSSWORD SOLVER COULD EVER NEED -- IN ONE COMPLETE

VOLUME!Who won the Academy Award for best actress in 1993? What's another word for "nerd"?

If you're a modern puzzler, you need not only a quick and easy reference, but a book that is as



interesting and intelligent as the puzzles of today -- and the people who solve them.The Crossword

Puzzle Dictionary section is brimming with more than 200,000 words organized by letter count and

synonym. Looking for an 11-letter word for "knotted"? It's not too complicated: knotted: 5 kinky; 6

gnarly, kinked, knotty, snarly; 7 gnarled, knobbed, raveled, snarled, tangled; 8 involved; 9

entangled, intricate, perplexed; 11 complicated; 12 inextricableThe Reference Book section is

jam-packed with up-to-date lists of awards, important figures, records, and happenings in a wide

variety of fields, including sports, history, literature, film, music, and politics. It's just what you need

to stir your memory, brainstorm ideas, get out of a rut, and maybe even learn something new.The

Simon & Schuster Super Crossword Puzzle Dictionary and Reference Book brings together the

solid information of an almanac, the word power of Roget's, and the quirkiness of a trivia collection

all in one place. Eminently practical, this fun- and fact-filled volume, bursting with all manner of

information, belongs in the library of every puzzle aficionado.

Outdated, lacking, and poorly organized

Do at least 2 puzzles per day. Good and current words being used in puzzles. Easy to navigate. A

bit bulky to handle. Over all a permanent fixture at my side while enjoying the challenge of puzzles.

Would and have recommended to friends. Fair price.

My 91 year old mother does the morning crossword in our local paper every morning. She had an

old copy of this book - and it was tattered and torn and taped together because she uses it so much.

I purchased a new book for her - and she was delighted. Anyone who does puzzles on a regular

basis will definitely use this book.

My family used their first copy so much, it fell apart! They were so excited when I bought them a

new copy!

Was looking to replace a well worn dictionary used for crossword puzzles. I was trying to find the

exact one I had and had no luck until I checked . Was presently surprised to find exactly what I

wanted!!

i use a combination of three different dictionaries. This one has an excellent reference section and is

good for one word clues with longer answers.



The majority of our evaluators donned this colorful book to be out and out fun. Whether they were

writing puzzles (sans computer programs) solving them or just reading through the vast information.

The most common remarks were "It is funky, contemporary, and extremely well organized."Simon &

Schuster has put together over 200,000 words which are arranged most proficiently. For example, if

one needs a 6 letter word which is of the chemical ilk meaning toxic--turn to alpha order page

TOXIC, peruse the additons, one of the entries by letter evaluation is DIOXIN.Far more than for

crosswords, this informational fountain flows with a high level reference section. One can find

anything from Grammy Award winners, best sport teams, historical facts, pop-culture and even

current events (thru 1998-9).Superb for trivia buffs, lovers of words, crossword puzzlers.

Wasn't as up-to-date as I hoped
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